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The new generation is being left to rot in an abyss of social media’s brainwashing with

propaganda, Dopamine and hormones. Propaganda is a form of manipulating the truth which can

affect the mind of children in our community to commit suicide. The dopamine in children’s

brains stops them from distinguishing the internet from reality. The hormones in the growing

body of children can interfere with their moral compass. In addition, children are our future and

the advancement of the new space age of technology, yet it seems that technology itself is

turning on humanity.

Our children are killing themselves for the way they look and act because of propaganda.

For example, the naive brains of children are being manipulated by lies, this causes them to want

to hide themself in an online persona for various reasons such as, being a part of the LGBTQ+

community. Children should not be expected to know what to do with misinformation and

disinformation so they start to depict a citizen from the book, “1984”, by George Orwell, and be

enslaved by social media platforms. Furthermore the lies told to our children in killing them and

also killing our humanity.



Our children are killing other human beings for the pleasure of it, this pleasure is being

caused because of the pheromone, dopamine. For example, dopamine is a pheromone released

inside the brain to simulate pleasure but social media platforms cause children and teens to over

produce dopamine which causes an addiction to social media platforms and gaming platforms.

This makes children believe they can not live without the social media platform or gaming

platform and if taken they simply devolve to ballistics behaviors, such as killing others because

of a simple lack of these platforms. Additionally, The children turn to their inner animal instincts

and react to losing these platforms by killing others.

Our children are becoming sexually active or already are sexually active because of

hormones. For example, why would a teen in high school at their age already be having a child?

Why did they have sex? Because it felt good? Sex is a nature of life and most have it at some

point in time but We live in a world where sex is everything. My belief is that the children's

mindset is what is stopping them from having sex, and honestly what is their. The answer to that

is their moral compass yet in most that have been lost, this is the very thing that allows our

children to kill themselves, others, and kill their futures. Moreover Children and even myself are

falling into a trap, a trap of the internet.

Our children, our future, and my generation are killing themselves, killing others, and

killing the future of humanity. My mother and I had a debate on whether the internet help

children or is killing children and by the end of the debate we both came to the agreement that

the internet help children to a certain point, which is what this whole bill is about, in my belief

this bill will help children not just in america but all over the world. For the children of the new



age, “A Man Who Cannot Command Himself Always Remains a Slave.” – Johann Wolfgang

von Goethe, and in this case “a man or woman who cannot command themself always remains a

slave of social media”


